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Groundwater is a crucial reservoir in Mars’ global water cycle1,2
1

and plays an important role in aqueous alteration of bedrock3–6.2

Understanding groundwater flow is also important for assessing3

the possibility of past and present martian life7. The Valles4

Marineris is a series of fault-bounded troughs and chasms5

stretching over 4,000 km from west to east, with a width of 600 km6

and depth of up to 10 km below the surrounding high plains8.7

In this region, ancient groundwater movement is suggested by8

links between chasmata—deep gashes on the surface of Mars—9

and the sources of catastrophic floods9 [AUTHOR: what are10

these sources?]. Here, I use images obtained by the Viking,11

Mars Express, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and Mars Odyssey12

missions [AUTHOR: Ok?] to map ridges on the walls of the13

Valles Marineris that extend in an east–west direction up14

to the surface of the surrounding high plains from almost15

7 km beneath10 [AUTHOR: Ok?]. These erosion-resistant ridges,16

which can be tens of kilometres long, most likely represent17

cementation of the fault zones and surrounding rock by water-18

deposited minerals11,12 and suggest that groundwater in this19

region flowed for long distances through major east–west-20

trending fault systems. This interpretation implies that liquid21

water was stable at (or near) Mars’ surface when the fault22

zones were cemented ∼3,500–1,800 Myr ago and that chemical23

deposition from groundwater was regionally significant.24

The Valles Marineris (VM) is a series of troughs and chasms25

stretching over 4,000 km E–W and 600 km N–S, with depths up26

to 10 km below the surrounding high plains8. The walls of the27

VM thus can present deep exposures into Mars’ subsurface. Long28

ridges on the walls of the VM follow the traces of faults that bound29

grabens (Hesperian age, Set no. 3 of refs 13–15) on the high plains30

adjacent to the VM, and are here denoted ‘fault trace ridges’, FTR31

( = ‘fault-continuation ridges’10). The grabens associated with FTR32

are typical of others in the area, with depths of a few hundred33

metres, widths of a few kilometres, ‘dog-leg’ offsets (trending34

NE–SW, Fig. 1), and multiple fault strands that weave across the35

grabens. These grabens have been ascribed to extension over a36

shallow ductile layer16, tension fractures over large dikes17, and to37

complex structures of deep-seated extension18. FTR share many38

geometric features with graben-forming faults, such as occurrence39

in pairs and presence of en echelon and ‘dog-leg’ offsets, and40

multiple fault strands (Fig. 1).41

The boundary between West Candor and Melas Chasmata42

(Figs 1,2) is an E–W trending plateau that continues eastward as43

a high ridge or hogback. The plateau is cut by a complex of44

graben-bounding faults, and traces of some of these faults can be 45

followed eastward as FTR atop and along the hogback ridge (Fig. 1). 46

Other similar ridges parallel those that can be followed back to 47

plateau fault traces, and are inferred also to be FTR. In some areas, 48

FTR are paired (e.g., east of centre on Fig. 2b), like an individual 49

graben on the plateau. Elsewhere, there are multiple parallel and 50

crosscutting FTR, similar to the complex of faults at the east end 51

of the plateau. Not all fault traces on the plateau surface continue 52

as FTR on the VM walls (Fig. 1b); there is no obvious difference 53

between graben-bounding faults that continue as ridges and those 54

that do not. Similarly, individual FTR can be longer than 40 km or 55

as short as a few km (Fig. 1). 56

A crucial observation is that FTR extend over a significant 57

depth range, from kilometres deep in the Chasma to essentially 58

the plateau surface. In several places FTR reach elevations 59

above those of graben floors on nearby plateaus (Figs 1c, 3b; 60

Supplementary Information, Fig. S1). Another observation is that 61

many FTR appear to have lighter tones (i.e., higher albedos) than 62

the surrounding rock or dust deposits (Fig. 1c; Supplementary 63

Information, Figs S1–S3). 64

West Candor Chasma and Ophir Chasma are separated by an 65

E–W trending plateau, Candor Labes, and a hogback or ridge that 66

extends it down into the VM (Figs 2,3). Grabens cut the Candor 67

Labes surface, and their faults’ traces can be followed along the 68

hogback ridge as a pair (or complex) of sub-kilometre-wide ridges 69

(FTR). Where the FTR first appear at the edge of the plateau, their 70

crests are at the elevation of the plateau surface (Fig. 3b). The FTR 71

can be traced ∼70 km east and down into the VM, where they 72

are covered by VM interior layered deposits, and farther east as 73

scattered protruding through the interior layered deposits. These 74

FTR span the whole elevation range of Candor/Ophir Chasmata, 75

from the plateau surface at +3.25 km to ∼−4 km in the depths 76

of Ophir Chasma (Fig. 1, elevations from refs 14,15). In several 77

places, FTR segments and their down-slope talus may be lighter- 78

toned than the surrounding rock debris and dust (Fig. 1b). 79

Fault trace ridges also occur on lesser faults across the 80

whole Valles Marineris, from Noctis Labyrinthus in the west (see 81

Supplementary Information, Figs S4,S5) to Melas Chasma in the 82

centre (see Supplementary Information, Fig S3) to eastern Coprates 83

Chasma (see Supplementary Information, Fig S6). 84

Ridges that are morphologically identical to FTR, but not 85

clearly connected with graben fault systems, occur throughout 86

the VM. The most prominent of these ridge systems supports 87

the central hogback in Ius Chasma, Geyron Montes (Figs 2,4). 88
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Figure 1 Melas & Candor Chasmata. Grabens and fault trace ridges (FTR) between Melas and Candor Chasmata, Valles Marineris. a, HRSC visual image28 north to top,
centred: 7.90◦S, 285.61◦E. Grabens extend eastward from plateau as FTR (arrows). b, Structural diagram of a; faults and FTR as lines, plateau in gray. ‘d’s denote some
dog-leg bends. c, Detail from a, up and left of centre, showing fault traces and FTR near plateau edge. FTR crests have elevations near that of the plateau, distinctly above
those of graben floors. Some FTR show lighter tones (lt), than the nearby dusty plateau surface. From THEMIS infrared daytime image I05109001.
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Figure 2 Large fault trace ridges. Locations of longest FTR and similar paired
ridges in the Valles Marineris, shown as green line overlays on colourized Viking
mosaic. Locations of areas in Figs 1,3, and 4 are shown by their respective
numbers. North to top.
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Figure 3 Ophir & W. Candor Chasmata. Paired fault trace ridges (FTR, arrows)
between Ophir and W. Candor Chasmata. Graben on plateau of Candor Labes to
left—their bounding faults connect to FTR along the edges of the Chasmata. North
to top. a, Overview, Viking image 915A11, centre ∼5.0◦S, 286.7◦E. b, Detail of
transition from graben-bounding faults to FTR in scene a. Northern FTR starts at
plateau level; southern FTR has light tone (high albedo?). HRSC image28, centre at
4.86◦S, 286.24◦E.

The crest of the hogback is marked by a pair of ridges with1

an intervening valley, a few hundred metres lower than the2

ridge crests. This landform is essentially identical to that of the3

paired FTR at Candor Labes (Fig. 3). Similar ridges pairs support4

hogbacks throughout the Valles Marineris (see Supplementary5

Information, Figs S3,S5–S7).6

Eroded fault zones are rarely expressed as ridges because7

material in them is broken and pulverized (i.e., is fault gouge)8

20 km

Figure 4 Geyron Montes. The central hogback in Ius Chasma, Geyron Montes,
comprises parallel ridges (small arrows) arranged like FTR. Mosaic of THEMIS
daytime infrared images, centre at 7.86◦S, −81.46◦E. North to top. North and
south walls of Ius are at top and bottom of image. Composed from viewer on
THEMIS website (http://themis.asu.edu). Inset shows a dog-leg bend in the ridges,
from THEMIS visible image V11063002.

and rock adjacent to fault zones is fractured—both erode more 9

easily than coherent rock. For eroded fault zones to appear as 10

ridges like FTR, their gouge and/or fractured aureole must be 11

hardened11,12,19. The most reasonable mechanism for hardening 12

here is cementation by groundwater—deposition of resistant 13

minerals (e.g., Fe oxides, silica, sulphates, carbonates) in the fault 14

zone and adjacent fractured rock19—which mechanism has been 15

invoked to explain similar ridges that cut VM interior layered 16

deposits11,12. Other hardening mechanisms, like igneous intrusion 17

and fault heating, are unlikely here. Basaltic igneous rock can 18

be emplaced as dikes along faults or tension fractures, and resist 19

erosion better than surrounding rock. This mechanism seems 20

unlikely for FTR, because: (1) it would require that all the dikes 21

extend to the plateau surface, and thus all represent only the last 22

emplacement of lava in the area; and (2) it would be inconsistent 23

with the light tone (high albedo) of many of the FTR. Mylonite or 24

pseudotachylite in fault zones can be stronger than adjacent rock, 25

but both form under significant heat from high strain rates under 26

pressure, which seem unlikely in the tensional faults of VM graben 27

(especially near the plains surface). 28

For the FTR, cementation by flowing groundwater seems 29

more likely than by hydrothermal fluids. First, FTR fault zones 30
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were hardened both above and below the current graben floors1

(Figs 1,3), which implies cementation early in the faults’ history and2

continuing throughout their movement—otherwise, fault zones3

could not have been cemented above their graben floors and FTR4

would not extend up to the plateau surface. Fault motion would5

tend to break earlier-cemented material, so cementation would6

have continues throughout the interval of fault movement. Second,7

it is not clear that hydrothermal systems could operate over the8

whole active lifetimes of these graben-forming faults, nor over their9

lengths of >50 km.10

The cements in the FTR are unknown. Many FTR are11

indistinguishable in colour and tone from their surrounding rocks12

and soil, and so may either be cemented by dark material (e.g.,13

Fe oxides) or mantled by surrounding material or dark duricrusts.14

Crests of some FTR segments and their down-slope talus appear15

lighter-toned than their surroundings (Fig. 3b, THEMIS daily16

image 20071018a), suggesting that FTR material is bright. However,17

the apparent lighter tone could represent other geological processes18

(e.g., bleached rock surrounding the11,20 FTR, or exposures of later19

bright mantling material as in HiRISE image PSP 002551 1700),20

or photometric effects such as specular-like reflections from slabby21

rock or hard-pan surfaces. If the light tones associated with FTR22

do reflect mineral cements, they could be of Mg- or Ca-sulphates21,23

Mg- and/or Ca-carbonates6, silica22, or some clays. Of these, silica24

is most resistant to erosion, and thus most reasonable.25

The time of FTR formation (i.e., the time at which graben-26

forming faults became cemented) was likely in the early Hesperian27

(3,500–1,800 Myr ago). Cementation is inferred (above) to be28

contemporaneous with movement of these graben-forming faults,29

which are of ‘Stage 3’ (radial from a centre in Noctis Labyrinthus)30

and inferred to be early Hesperian13. Cementation of the faults31

must have pre-dated the excavation of the Valles Marineris, which32

is but generally considered to be Hesperian8. The FTR pre-date33

deposition of the VM interior layered deposits, which are inferred34

to be mostly late Hesperian to early Amazonian8.35

The presence and structures of FTR have important36

implications for Mars: the presence and locations of liquid water;37

the importance of fracture permeability; and the importance of38

chemical interactions between groundwater and crust. Although39

these major FTR apparently have helped define the shape of the40

Valles Marineris, they do not appear to be causally related to41

the Valles.42

The presence of liquid water is important in current ideas43

of Mars’ history, and central to Mars’ potential for life. The44

observation that FTR extend up to the local Hesperian-aged plateau45

surface implies that cementing agent, groundwater, must have46

been present and active at (or near) the ancient plateau surface47

at that time; a similar inference of near-surface groundwater has48

been made for the Meridiani Planum area4. If groundwater were49

present at Mars’ ancient surface in the VM area, a thick permafrost50

layer could not have been present, which suggests a ‘warm wet’51

climate when these (Hesperian-age) graben-forming faults initiated52

and grew.53

Fracture permeability has long been recognized as important54

in Mars’ crust1,23, and is implicated in formation of chaotic55

collapsed terrains that source flood channels, including the major56

outflows of Mangala24 and Kasei25 Valles. Recognition of FTR57

shows that fracture permeability is important over broader areas,58

and need not be directly connected to collapses and outflows.59

Further, prior studies have inferred that the faults extend to only60

a few km depth16,17, but FTR extend to at least 7 km depth. This

observation indicates that graben-forming, fluid conduit faults 61

extend to great depth, and possibly are ‘tension fractures’26 or 62

complex graben structures18. Further, abundant water in a fault 63

system may significantly reduce its effective friction, and thus the 64

stresses needed for faulting27. 65

Finally, FTR show that groundwater interacts chemically with 66

the crust it traverses, here affecting mechanical properties of crustal 67

rock. Chemical and physical interactions between martian rocks 68

and groundwater are known from martian meteorites6 and the 69

MER rover sites4,5, and cannot be ignored in models of Mars’ global 70

water cycle. 71
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